
CV    Diana Toto 
 
DIANA MARIA TOTO 
BORN IN SCIACCA (AG) ITALY 09/09/1980 
MOBILE PHONE: +393357740932 
EMAIL dianatoto@libero.it 
WEBSITE www.dianatoto.it  
 
QUALIFICATIONS1999  - 2001 Three year course at `IED MODA LAB' in 
Milan1998  - Final School Examination at `Liceo Scientifico Statale `E. Fermi', 
Sciacca, (AG) 
 
Foreign Language Knowledge: A good knowledge of EnglishIT knowledge: 
Excellent knowledge of Photoshop and IllustratorInterests: Painting, 
photography, travelling as a stimulation for my creativity. 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 
 
2007-2008: collaboration with fashion brand JO NO FUI , Rimini.  
 
2006: Selected for the final of the national fashion competition 
`MUSICARTEMODA 2006' obtaining fourth place.Attendance and pass on the 
second level English Course at the British Institute in Sciacca. 
 
2005: Presentation of  collection on the `Scalinata Consiglio' in SciaccaCreation 
of personal commercial website. 
 
2004: Presentation of exclusive tailor made creations  in the suggestive setting of 
`Palazzo Gattopardo' in Santa Margherita Di Belice (AG) Presentation of personal 
collection in the `Steripinto Palace' in Sciacca. 
 
From 2003  - 2006: Designer of lingerie and beachwear for the Fashion House 
`Studio Stile' in Milan which designs lines for important firms in this sector. 
 
2003: Collaboration with `STUDIO ROTELLA'  in Milan (design and interiors) 
as the costume designer for the Heineken stand at the Rimini and Bologna Fairs 
for the presentation of a new idea for a futuristic venue. 
 
2003: Collaboration as designer for the collection `maternity appeal' by PIETRO 
BRUNELLI. 
 
From 2002  - 2003: Collaboration as designer of sportswear for the company 
LONSDALE. 
 



From 2002  - 2003: Training period at the children's clothing fashion company 
DUCK DUCK, in Milan. 
 
2002: Second collection of exclusive creations presented during the second 
edition of the `Craft Fair' in Sciacca. 
 
From 2001  - 2002: Fashion stylist for the photographer Francesco Santori. www.
francescosantori.com  
 
2001: First collection of exclusive creations presented at the first `Craft Fair' in 
Sciacca. 
 
From 2000 to 2003 MTV MILAN: Collaboration with the music channel MTV 
as provider of creations for photographic services and TVI authorize the 
processing of my personal details under the law decree 196/2003 




